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The year 2015 has proven to be a busy year for the 
Protective Association. Of course, the delivery and cost of 
quality health care continues to be on our mind as we work 

to address their initiatives. This newsletter is packed with 

programs and services we, along with our partners Aetna and 

repeats throughout AFSPA in Action but the meaning varies 

will find their responses throughout this issue. We want 
you to learn more about the staff and the people who 

The FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN (FSBP) will continue 

We are pleased to announce a lower premium increase than 

is slightly higher than the Family premium, which seems 
counter-intuitive. There is good reason for this. We develop 

of members in FSBP are, in fact, on the Family plan. Due to 
demographics, utilization of services and medical costs, more 
premium is necessary for those in the self plus one category. 

enrollments is smaller than the government contribution for 

higher enrollee contribution. If you are a two-party family, 
you do not have to enroll in Self Plus One. Therefore, our 

of the FSBP enrollees.

FSBP remains committed to providing members 

remain healthy. Your wellness is a main focus for us and 
over the years, we have added programs and services to 

fresh comprehensive Living Well Together

FSBP membership being overseas 

implications, we felt it was important to provide a program 

This newsletter includes valuable information about 

From this article, you will learn vital information about oral 

insurance, travel insurance, and other useful programs. All 
our additional services compliment FSBP very well. 

Our membership numbers continue to grow, as 
FSBP is responsible for the 

challenges, but important ones nonetheless.

moved our headquarters to a much larger space at 1620 
L Street NW, Suite 800, Washington DC
beautiful townhouses on N Street that served as our home 

Protective 
Association
page 3 – yes, almost the entire 8th floor – of the Protective 
Association.

So a lot of change and growth has occurred over the 

outreach@afspa.org to 
share your feedback.

The Protective Association strives every day to deliver 
on our mission and to provide the level of “unparalleled 

your trust in us and for giving us the opportunity to serve you. 

To your health,
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WELCOME TO THE NEW AND IMPROVED FALL NEWSLETTER. 
As you can see from just glancing at this newsletter, we are changing things at the Protective Association. I am 
pleased to provide you with our annual AFSPA Newsletter, now renamed AFSPA in ACTION — because this has 
been — and will continue to be — the new normal for us. Please let us know what you think about the newsletter  
by emailing outreach@afspa.org. We value your feedback.

pau
la’s perspective

Members of the Board of Directors are Career Foreign Service or other Executive Branch personnel, on active duty 
or retired. They serve the Association without compensation.

FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN
2016 PREMIUMS

BI-WEEKLY PREMIUM MONTHLY PREMIUM

Self Only        

Code 
401

$63.17

Self Plus One  

Code 
403

$157.96

Family 

Code
402

$156.29

Self Only 

Code 
401

$136.88

Self Plus One

Code
403

$342.24

Family  

Code
402

$338.63
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The American Foreign Service Protective Association (AFSPA) 

Protective Association
the last several years, which prompted the need to move. The new 

to continue to provide the unparalleled customer service our 

please visit www.AFSPA.org.

The AFSPA Management Team

LAST DAY IN OLD OFFICE

FIRST DAY IN NEW OFFICE
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Adrienne Coleman-Seabrooks

Supervisor of Ancillary Insurance Programs 

with AFSPA Nine years

What does Commitment to  
Excellence mean to you?

“I believe that a Commitment to Excellence is a continuous 
process in which you push yourself to be the very best that 

you can be in every aspect of life. It means to strive to be the 
best you can be as a coworker, as a mentor, and as a leader. 

If you continuously try to go above and beyond, in every 
aspect of your work life, you will hit the mark!”

Congratulations to Adrienne for being promoted to Supervisor 
of Ancillary Insurance Programs in July 2015. 

What does 
Commitment to 
Excellence mean  

to you?

“Commitment to Excellence means 
to persistently create better ways 

of doing things. I do not rest on my 
accomplishments, but rather build on 
them in my personal and professional 
journey to be the best I can be. It also 

means demanding more of myself than 
my members do.”

Sherell Dixon

Jr. Customer Service Representative, Ancillary 

Insurance Programs • Started August 2015

What does Commitment to  
Excellence mean to you?

“To me, Commitment to Excellence means to make a plan to 
demand more of yourself in order to create ways to exceed 

expectations in that area. It means to be dedicated to going that 
extra mile to meet a goal and receive positive results.” 

 

Velita Johnson

Administrative Assistant, 

Ancillary Insurance Programs

Started September 2015

About 
Velita Johnson

Velita has a strong administrative 
and customer service background. 
She prides herself on being a well-

rounded person who is professional, 
reliable, personable, and positive in 

all aspects of her life. She comes with 

contribution to the continued success 
and growth of the American Foreign 

Meet the AIP Team  
Ancillary Insurance Programs (AIP) offer and administer other insurances 

and services outside of FSBP. This includes supplemental dental insurance, 

life insurance, legal and financial planning services, just to name a few. To 

learn more, please visit www.AFSPA.org. We asked the AIP team about their 

Commitment to Excellence and this is what they said…

AIP Staff Member!Welcome the Newest

COMMITMENTTO EXCELLENCE

COMMITMENTTO EXCELLENCE

COMMITMENTTO EXCELLENCE
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Ask-A-Dentist 
Creating a Beautiful Smile by Dr. Marcus S. Tappan

According to an old saying, “the eyes 

says more about you than anything 
else. A beautiful smile can make 
you feel better about yourself and 

enhance your opportunities both 
professionally and personally.

For some people, material 

to feel accepted and respected. 

boosts our self-esteem and gives us 
that winning edge. 

a beautiful smile can be taken at 

cleaning are also a vital component of healthy dental care.

cleaning. These symptoms may be the sign of periodontal disease, a 
bacterial infection of the gums, bones, and ligaments that hold the 
teeth in place. This may require further, more advanced treatment.

percent of all Americans have some form of periodontal disease, 
which begins as a buildup of plaque and calculus in and around 
the gum line. As the disease progresses, it leads to bone recession, 
tooth mobility, and eventually tooth loss.

periodontal charting of the gums, this disease usually can be 

severe cases, further treatment is necessary to correct the problem. 

high blood pressure, diabetes, and is a contributor to premature 
births and low birth-weight babies.

in creating that winning smile is to repair or replace any decayed 

a procedure to rebuild the tooth may need to be done to stabilize 
and strengthen it. A crown or tooth-colored porcelain onlay may 

strength to the weakened tooth. 

Today, there are many techniques  
to improve your smile

teeth and desired appearance. The teeth need to match properly in 
color, shape, and size.

wearing custom made acrylic trays at home. After the desired shade 
is achieved, the dentist can begin to create your new smile.

procedures that improve the shape, size and position of your teeth 
to change the appearance of your smile.

teeth to rebuild worn, broken down teeth and restore strength, 
durability, and aesthetics to them.

replace missing teeth and to restore the natural bite.

are placed in the area where teeth are missing to replace their form 
and function, the same way that tooth roots support natural teeth. 
They can be used to replace a single tooth or as anchors to support 

Veneers are composite or porcelain coverings placed over the 
front teeth to alter size, shape and discolorations. Orthodontics 

positioning.
When the procedures are completed and the dental makeover 

is done, the results can be an eye-catching smile that radiates self-

For more information on Dr. Tappan, please visit www.drtappan.com.

AFSPA sponsors four dental plans to meet your needs, 

personalized customer service and timely responses 
to emails. For more details on AFSPA’s dental plans, 
please visit www.AFSPA.org/dental.
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An Interview with John F. Ermer, CPA
John F. Ermer, 

a better understanding from his in-depth interview. 

QUESTION: Members often ask for information about the 
ACA’s individual shared responsibility mandate. Can you 
explain the mandate? 

ANSWER:
requires individuals to maintain 
health insurance throughout the 

States, most employer-sponsored 
and government-sponsored 
health care plans qualify as 
minimum essential coverage, as 
does the FOREIGN SERVICE  
BENEFIT PLAN.

deal of helpful information on 
this mandate, including what 
constitutes minimum essential 
coverage. Visit www.irs.gov/

QUESTION: What is the penalty for non-compliance? 

ANSWER: The government calls the penalty the “individual shared 

household income or

does not have minimum essential coverage during 2015 could 

your household did not have minimum essential coverage for all 
or a portion of 2015 and

QUESTION: Who is responsible for the penalty? 

ANSWER:
themselves and for anyone that they can claim as a dependent 

QUESTION: How do members report their compliance with 
the mandate?

 
ANSWER: There are two key things to know about this. First, if 

your dependent children have minimum 

are done. Alternatively, if someone 
in your family did not have minimum 
essential coverage for all of 2015, then 
you do not check the Full-year coverage 

did not have qualifying coverage, for 
what months and whether or not the 
individuals who did not have coverage 

return. You must do one or the other, 
but not both.

 
QUESTION: Do members need to report exemptions? 

ANSWER:

 
QUESTION:

(FSOs) and Department of Defense civilians who live abroad?
 
ANSWER:

covered by the FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN for all of 2015, then 
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the entire family is covered by FSBP, the results are the same as in 

FSBP, then 
do not

FSBP for the rest of 

months, and then they were covered for the rest of 2015. 

QUESTION: How will the IRS know that a member has  
FSBP coverage?

 
ANSWER:

verifying that the insured and applicable people in his or her family 
had qualifying coverage and for what months during the year the 

the agency to verify coverage. 

QUESTION: Thanks very much for your information on this 
important topic. The examples you provided are great, but 
each situation is unique. How can our members contact you 
about their individual circumstances? 
 
ANSWER:

.

Beers, Hamerman, Cohen & Burger, P.C., 

accountants each with at least 10-years of 
accounting experience.
 
 
AFSPA Members receive:
 

when you call or email.
 
 A dedicated secure email address to ask questions.
 A letter of understanding prior to services being rendered.

 

 

email 

DID YOU KNOW…
 

do that at any time. You also may apply to increase your coverage at anytime due to a 

have to do is submit an updated application. Learn more at www.AFSPA.org.

NEW THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR DISABILITY AND LIFE INSURANCE IN 2016!
 

 
1. A New Disability Income Protection Plan, underwritten by 
CIGNA, will be available early 2016 that: 

 Does not require a health application
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NOTE:

2. Term Life Insurance,
extending coverage to age 80 versus 

the current age 70. You can keep your life insurance for a longer 
 

PLEASE WATCH OUR WEBSITE FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT  
AND DETAILS IN EARLY 2016!

the short coverage gap 
exemption (Code B) and the citizens living abroad and 
certain noncitizens exemption (Code C).
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T
he year 2015 marked 
a monumental year 
for Christopher 

“Kyle” Longton, as 
he earned the title 

American Foreign 

involved overseeing the physical building 

he manages the day-to-day operations of 
the entire organization. During his time in 

Association has grown larger and more 

someone was needed to manage this 

wants to 

 

The relocation was deemed necessary 
to house all our services. “We needed to 

the property, and took the necessary 

oversaw the transition process and chose 
the design elements for the new space. 

to support members on a daily basis and 

describes himself as someone who cares 

actual people. “Service to others means a 

for its members, whether they are serving 

overall daily operations for the Association. 

dynamic partnership.

envisions interfacing with more people and 

working with the Foreign Service 

professionals, prepared him to work 

and values.

and likes being known as someone who 

and the heart of an association. 
 

AFSPA is glad to have Kyle as Chief  

of success.

Welcome AFSPA’s New COO  
The Mind of a Business, The Heart of an Association 

By Nne-Nne Abanobi, Outreach and Marketing Manager

Chief Operating Officer (COO) Christopher “Kyle” Longton & AFSPA CEO, Paula Jakub

I like the opportunity 

to support members 

on a daily basis and 

ultimately, make their 

lives easier.”
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owner of Spa Flow Mobile Therapy 
& Wellness

therapy is the manipulation of the muscles 

for Athletic Training and continued her 

therapist. 

a massage. To Americans, the method is more unconventional, 
whereas massage is deemed traditional in other parts of the 

moving towards preventative care to help 
maintain healthier minds and bodies.

or decide to pamper ourselves because 
of all the hard work we do, we make an 
appointment at our favorite massage 
parlor. The question is, how often do 

connection between our mind and body 

that helps reduce stress and depression. 

recovery.
 
 

anyone and everyone’s needs:

 
Swedish: One of the most common methods of massage 
therapy where long and soothing strokes are used for 
overall relaxation

Deep Tissue: Similar to Swedish, but with more focused and 
deeper pressure applied targeting acute and chronic tension

Hot Stone: Used to relax muscles and ease tension

Trigger Point: Focuses on a certain stressed area that 
causes an issue in another part of the body

Lymphatic: Used to boost regular drainage of the lymph, 
which is generally seen with plastic surgery and in cancer 
patients

Myofascial: Targeted to pain in the tissue between the 
muscles and skin

 

it in other health insurance plans, as it is with FOREIGN SERVICE 
BENEFIT PLAN. 

 

receive reimbursement, you will need to ensure that the bill from 
 

 Provider’s name, address, jurisdictional license or 

 Patient’s name

 Date of each service

 Type of each service

 Cost for each service (must be itemized – we cannot 
accept a lump sum bill showing a beginning and  
ending date) 

 
 
 
For more information about Jeannetta’s business, Spa Flow, please visit  

The Benefits of Massage Therapy 
Using Your Massage Therapy Benefits 

By Ashley Garrison, Outreach and Marketing Coordinator

WHAT IS 
MASSAGE 
THERAPY

Look for a 

therapist to 

meet your 

needs, a 

therapist 

that fits 

you.”

Massage Therapist, Jeannetta Joseph
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OPEN SEASON HEALTH FAIR 
AT DEPARTMENT OF STATE
You have asked us to include information about 
the Annual Department of State Open Season 

 
 

Department. The FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN 

answer your questions.

Good News Stories  
A Thank You To AFSPA

AFSPA received this letter from a FSBP member who 

Mmanaged our situation with kindness 
and bent over backwards to try to help 
us in a life and death matter.

years ago with aortic stenosis and at 
that time was told that it would progress 
and would need attention at some point 

gasping for air. 
From being a nurse myself and working with medical 

evacuation of Scandinavians from all over the world back to 

cover my husband having the necessary procedure to correct the 

That was when we turned directly 

every stone they encountered to 
review a predetermination. They 
showed us kindness, devotion, and 

and very grateful.

to Washington shortly after we had 

covered in the full amount.

gratitude and appreciation to 

through this challenging situation. 

From A Grateful Member and Spouse
 

A Good News Story from Express Scripts (FSBP’s Pharmacy 

A
in supporting the FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT 
PLAN and their members at home and 
throughout the world. 

Services Team in Tempe, AZ, assisted a family 

that another prescription for her other child should have also been 
sent to us. 

should have been sent the previous month. The medication needed 
was of high importance and if the child did not receive it, she could 
be hospitalized because of withdrawal symptoms.

to ensure this medicine was safe for the patient to take.

received the information needed to process the prescription. 

were being made.

FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT 
PLAN and their membership. The team sees this as a great honor 
and responsibility and looks for innovative ways to solve healthcare 

providers make better decisions that achieve healthier clinical and 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
 

 
 

 
Date: Wednesday, December 2, 2015 

 
NATIONAL FOREIGN AFFAIRS TRAINING CENTER

 
 
 

Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2015 

We want to 

express much 

gratitude and 

appreciation 

to everyone 

at AFSPA 

who helped us 

through this 

challenging 

situation.” 
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Lacretia Driver 
Health Benefits Officer for Four Years

What does Commitment to  
Excellence mean to you?

“A Commitment to Excellence means that I will provide our members with 
the highest standard of customer service at all times. I show them that we 
care, by allowing them to feel at ease when addressing their needs and 
concerns. Building this type of rapport is not only essential for setting a 
precedence with members but for prospective members as well. Therefore, 
it is important that I stay committed to excellence and strive to achieve 
this each time I am assisting one of our members.”

COMMITMENTTO EXCELLENCE

FOREIGN SERVICE 
BENEFIT PLAN’S 
(FSBP)  

with Express Scripts 
Inc. (ESI) 
 

FSBP co-branded 
website with a new 
option under the 

members to compare 
prices at up to three 

pharmacy locations 

pharmacy.  
 

prices for drugs and 
members ultimately 
may pay more at 

works with network 
retail pharmacies to 
ensure fair pricing. 
An independent third 
party supplies the 
Average Wholesale 

charges more than 

them to lower the 

is at the average or 

action. This means  
you pay less.

BENEFIT CATEGORY DESCRIPTION OF BENEFIT CHANGE

Network Providers Add Guam to the Plan’s network of providers

Calendar Year Deductible

Increase the calendar year deductible for in-network providers and for providers outside the 50 
United States from $250 to $300 per person and from $500 to $600 per family

Increase the calendar year deductible for out-of-network providers from $300 to $400 per person and 
from $600 to $800 per family

Catastrophic Protection

Increase the catastrophic protection out-of-pocket maximum for in-network providers and providers 
outside the 50 United States from $4,500 to $5,000 per person and from $5,000 to $7,000 per family

Increase the catastrophic protection out-of-pocket maximum for out-of-network providers from 
$6,000 to $7,000 per person and from $6,500 to $9,000 per family

Section 5(a). Medical 
services and supplies… & 
5(h). Special features

Add an online program called myStrengthTM to assist members in improving mental health 
and well-being

Section 5(a). Medical 
services and supplies… & 
5(h). Special features

Enhance and rename the Plan’s Wellness Program and Incentives to Simple Steps to 
Living Well Together

Section 5(f). Prescription Use limited step therapy for certain non-specialty medications

Section 5(f). Prescription Eliminate coverage for most compound prescription medications

Section 5(f). Prescription Change copays and coinsurance for prescription drugs and add two new tiers for specialty drugs

Section 5(f). Prescription Add cholesterol management of traditional cholesterol medications through the use of home delivery

Below is a summary of the changes to the 2016 FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN. Please review the 
2016 Brochure posted on our website www.AFSPA.org/FSBP for complete coverage information. 

Benefit Changes to the 2016  
Foreign Service Benefit Plan

FEHB SELF PLUS ONE ENROLLMENT TYPE  
Enroll during Open Season  
November 9 – December 14, 2015 
 

the enrollee and only one designated eligible family 
member.  
 
The same enrollee and family member eligibility as 

 
  

 You and your spouse are enrolled currently in two 
Self Only options.

 

You should decide which enrollment type is best for 

Open Season that began November 2015, which was 

 
 

a list of frequently asked questions regarding the 

website at www.opm.gov/selfplusone. 

NEW!
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Where Do I Go in Case I Need  
Urgent or Emergency Care?

Emergency rooms (ERs) have become 
overcrowded, often resulting in an 
increase in the time it takes to be 
seen by the appropriate health care 
professional. In addition, going to 
an ER when other venues are more 
appropriate can cost both you and the 
FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN (FSBP)  
extra money. 

 

A
s outlined in 
the Centers for 
Disease Control and 
Prevention Health, 
United States, 2012: 

represents about 

care spending in 

emergency department visits in 2010, 

number of visits to emergency departments 

Some patients may use the emergency 
room for primary care services, but research 
suggests that emergency rooms are not 
ideal locations for primary care because 
of the lack of continuity, coordination of 
care, and follow-up, as well as poor patient 
satisfaction due to long wait times in the 

departments may lack a medical history 
for the patient, they may run unnecessary 
tests. Further, emergency room care is 
usually more costly than care in physician 

On average, an emergency department visit 
for a nonemergency condition costs seven 
times more than a community health center 
visit.

As part of FSBP’s motto of “Caring 
for Your Health Worldwide,”™ we focus on 
bringing health care – the right kind at the 
right time – closer to our members. There 
are several types of providers available to 
you for urgent care and we make every 

your choices. Not all medical situations 

accompanying chart to help you determine 
the most appropriate venue to receive care 
quickly.

not life threatening and does not require 

hospital emergency room or trauma center. 

Additionally, your wait time generally is 

newer, but have gained popularity. They 
typically are located in neighborhood 

someone check out a rash, to see if your 

handle non-emergency, basic health care 

FSBP

 

 
“Emergency services/accidents” of our 

 

 

1. 

back pain, ear ache, or a bad cold. 

hours, it may be more convenient 
to see them instead of taking time 

urgent care facility or one outside 

treatment. This not only saves you 

situation is not life threatening or 
does not need immediate medical 
attention, you should think about 
going to an urgent care facility. 

2. 

of the variety of locations and 

an in-network convenience care 

deductible for your treatment. You 
also can get your routine covered 
immunizations at no cost when 
you use an in-network provider. 

 
 

*Source: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/
hus12.pdf 

Emergency care 

represents about 4% of 

all health care spending 

in the United States.”



Matthew Bess 
Accountant for Seven Years

What does Commitment to  
Excellence mean to you?

“Commitment to Excellence is the determination to 
ensure a quality of service that is consistent with 

you and your company’s core values. You must 
carry an enthusiastic attitude towards each task 

because excellence does not happen by accident.”

COMMITMENT

TO EXCELLENCE

THE FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN’S     
NURSE ADVICE LINE AND TRANSLATION 
SERVICE ARE ON CALL FOR YOU 24/7

s not always easy to know what to do when you or a family 

choices. That is why the FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN (FSBP) has 
help available for you around the clock. 

NURSE ADVICE LINE 
Yo
nurse by calling FSBP’s 
assess your symptoms and help you decide on the right level of 

speak with a nurse. Also, you can send a secure e-mail or have a 
secure online chat. Visit www.AFSPA.org/FSBP
ServicesSM

 
 

ER TRANSLATION SERVICE FOR URGENT OR 
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 
Wh
service to assist you in discussing your urgent health-related 
condition. This can be used for accidents and medical emergencies 

option 2 to speak to an interpreter.

FSBP is committed to helping you make the most of your health 

indicates the numbers referenced above on the back.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
 

need of emergency care, you should dial 911 or go to the nearest hospital emergency room.

URGENT CARE CENTER 
(UCC)

RETAIL MEDICAL CLINIC 
(AKA CONVENIENCE 

CARE CLINIC)
EMERGENCY ROOM 

(ER)

WHAT IS IT

WHEN TO GO 
IN GENERAL

EXAMPLES OF 
WHEN TO GO

ADVANTAGES

Source: Aetna, 2015
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Focus on Partners

Specialist Pharmacists 
Improve Outcomes 

By David Muzina, MD 

Specialist pharmacists at Express Scripts close more gaps in 
care by focusing their expertise on a single disease. Here is a 

focusing their knowledge and training on a single disease. And 
when they put their unique knowledge to use for patients, this 

Filling Gaps in Care

two of her prescriptions for blood pressure medications. As a 
cardiovascular pharmacist, Nicole immediately recognized what 
we call a clinical gap in care – the patient was at risk of serious 
problems resulting from uncontrolled high blood pressure, such as 
an increased risk of heart attack or stroke.

So Nicole did what specialist pharmacists do best. She got to 
the root of the issue. 

the dosage for one of the medications based on her blood pressure 

“We had a long conversation about the importance of keeping 
her blood pressure consistently in check and focused on potential 

Nicole gave the patient options for alternative therapies 
and suggested that she make a follow-up appointment with her 

asked her to consider seeing a specialist to rule out other possible 
causes for the dizziness. 

A More Engaged Patient

The two spoke again a couple weeks later. They discussed 

being controlled.

attitude toward her own care.

Nicole says. “She had much of the information written down and 

 
 
Why They Do It

Nicole has been a specialist pharmacist for several years and 
loves being able to share her clinical knowledge and help solve 

“Sometimes conversations with patients can unveil very 

opportunity to interact with patients on a daily basis.

rewarding to be 
able to touch the 
lives of so many 

patient has a 
unique story, and 

toward a happy 

feels amazing to 
leave patients with 
a lasting impression 
of a pharmacist who 

 

It is so rewarding to be 

able to touch the lives of 

so many people. Every 

patient has a unique 

story, and I love being 

a part of their journey 

toward a happy and 

healthy life.”
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Exciting Changes To Our  
Wellness Program

Many years ago, FSBP
rendered as a result of illness/accident. We shifted to a health plan that focused on health and 
wellbeing. The ultimate goal is to keep you healthy. 

FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT 
PLAN’S (FSBP) new wellness program, called Simple Steps to Living 
Well Together

FSBP www.AFSPA.org/FSBP, both 

Step 1:
 

 

Step 2:

Step 3: 

Screening to be eligible for this incentive.

M
edical codes 
matter to you 
because private 
insurers, 

other health 
care payers 

claims using 
outdated codes for any care delivered on 

has not moved yet to a new, nationwide 

change has been in the works for years, 

more time to change over to the new 
codes. The codes are used to identify 

quality measures, so they are a central 
component of the health care system. 
Aetna has tested its systems and is ready 

usual using the new codes.
 
If you are using a doctor or hospital in 
your health plan’s network, you could 
wait longer to get your bill. 
You should owe the same amount you 
would have paid under the old coding 

 

code issues with your health plan before 

you will pay your share once they have 
resubmitted the claim using the new 
codes, and your health plan has told them 
what you still owe. 

If you chose a doctor or hospital that  
is not in your health plan network,  
they could ask you to pay a rejected  
bill up front. 
Out-of-network doctors and hospitals do 
not have any agreements with your health 
insurance plan, and they can charge you 

should call your health plan and ask why 

Ask them to resubmit using the new codes 
before billing you.

 
care you receive. 
Doctors send diagnosis codes when 
they are asking a health plan to approve 
coverage of a treatment or medicine 

match with the request, Aetna discusses it 
with the doctor, and updates the request 
if needed. Aetna follows this process 
today when there is any question about 
a diagnosis, and it does not result in 
substantial delays for members.

NOTE: The FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN 
will process claims from foreign providers 

Why You Should Care About Medical Codes
 FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN’S  

website .

Wellness Works 
Two of FSBP’s most popular wellness programs  
bring impressive results.  
 

 
 
 10 pounds – the average weight loss
 
 
  

 

 

 
 

 

These programs are available to all FSBP members. For more 
www.AFSPA.org/FSBP. 



AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE  
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

FOREIGN SERVICE BENEFIT PLAN

1620 L STREET NW, SUITE 800  
WASHINGTON, DC 20036

PHONE: (202) 833-4910
FAX: (202) 833-4918
EMAIL: AFSPA@AFSPA.ORG
WWW.AFSPA.ORG

OUR MISSION:
To provide unparalleled service 
that our unique, worldwide 
membership requires, AFSPA 
manages a comprehensive set 
of health insurance benefits and 
related programs promoting the 
welfare of our members who 
support U.S. foreign affairs and 
related missions. 

 

OUR VISION: 
As a Center of Health Care 
Excellence, AFSPA is the premier 
provider of creative, innovative 
health benefits, insurance 
programs and professional services 
to its eligible membership as well 
as an expert resource to the entire 
Federal workforce.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31, 2014

Assets

Cash & cash equivalents     797,757

Investments       938,711

Accounts receivable & prepaid expenses    97,600

FEHB reimbursement receivable   748,736

Property, equipment & land, net    3,440,586

Deferred compensation plan assets    69,073

Escrow deposits     92,497 

Total Assets      $6,184,960 

 

Liabilities & Net Assets    

Accounts payable & other liabilities    560,654

Deferred revenue      535,143

Mortgage Payable      830,122

Deferred Compensation Liability    69,073 

Total liabilities     $1,994,992 

 

Net Assets Available for Benefits   $4,189,968 

Total Liabilities & Net Assets    $6,184,960

$

$

NOTICE OF NEW TIME OF THE ANNUAL MEETING

The 2016 Annual Meeting will be held at AFSPA’s new office (1620 L Street NW, Suite 800, Washington, DC 
20036) on Friday, March 4, 2016. The timing of this meeting was changed to accommodate DC weather 

challenges and, more importantly, to allow members to experience their new benefits and be given the 
opportunity to ask questions about them. Please join us and find out about our successful year!


